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Making Input Co•prehenaible: 

Do Interactional Modifications Help?1 

Teresa Pica, Catherine Doughty, and Richard Young 

University o£ Pennsylvania 

Introduction 

Over the past several years, a great deal o£ attention in applied 

linguistics research has been directed toward factors believed to play 

a role in successful second language acquisition. A•ong the £actors 

which have been subJect to investigation, fro• age to aptitude to 

acculturation, none has had a greater i•pact on second language 

research than that o£ input to the learner. Research on input 

conditions has broadened the hori%ona o£ second language research fro• 

an interest in interlanguage production as a •ani£estation o£ processes 

taking place within the learner to a concern £or the learner;s 

linguistic environ•ent and its role in facilitating these processes. 

The pri•ary •otivation £or input research has been the belie£ that 

availability o£ the target language in the learner;& linguistic 

environ•ent is not in itself a sufficient condition £or second language 

acquiai tion. What aee•s essential is not •erely that target language 

input be present, but also that the learner understand it. As Corder 
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<1967) originally pointed out, end has been underlined by Kreshen's 

Input Hypothesis <1980), spoken input aust be coaprehended if it is to 

assist the acquisition process. 

Guided by this theoretical perspective, auch current second 

language research has focused on identifying whet aekes input 

coaprehensible to the learner (see, e.g., IHau 1980, Chaudron 1983, 

1985, Johnson 1981, Kreahen 1980, 1982, Long 1985). The research to be 

reported below represents a further effort in this area. This is the 

pilot study of a larger proJect on second language coaprehension under 

two conditions, both of which have been shown eapiricelly to be widely 

available in the learner's linguistic environaent. 

Two Input Conditions Available to L2 Learners 

The first condition is characterized by the availability of 

saaplea of target input which have been aodified ~ priori toward 

greeter seaantic redundancy end transparency end leas coaplex syntax. 

This has been established in studies which have collected actual and 

intuitive date on speech addressed to non-native speakers <See reviews 

by Long 1980 end 1983> end also within a pedagogical freaework in the 

siaplificetion of spoken end written aeteriels for language learning 

<See Honeyfield 1977, end Phillips and Shettlesworth 1975 for critical 

perspectives in this area). Modifications of input include repetition 

and paraphrase of linguistic constituents, restriction of lexis to aore 

coaaon and faailiar iteas, addition of clause boundary aarkers, end 

reduction in nuaber of eabedded and dependent clauses. Figure 1 

provides exaaples of aodified input in several of theae areaa. 
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Figure 1 

Modifications of Linguistic Features in 

Input Directions for Asseably Task 

<1> QUANTITY: Increase in the nuaber of words per direction 
Baseline: Moving to the top right corner, place the two 

aushrooas with the three yellow dots in that 
grass patch, down toward the road. (23 words) 

Modified: Move to the top right corner. Take the two 
auahrooaa with the three yellow dots. Put 
the two aushrooaa on the grass. Put the two 
auahrooaa on the graaa near the road.. <32 words> 

<2> REDUNDANCY: Increase in repetition 
-Exact/Partial 

Baseline: Place the two aushroo•a with the three yellow 
dots in that grass patch, down towards the road. 
< 0 repetition a) 

Modified: Take the two •uahroo•s with the three yellow dots. 
Put the two aushroo•a on the grass. Put the two 
auahroo•a on the grass near the road. 
<2 repetitions> 

-Seaantic/Paraphraae: 
Baseline: Place the one piece with the two trees right at 

the edge of the water. (0 repetitions> 

Modified: Put the two trees at the top of the water. 
Put the two treea above the water. 
<1~1 repetitions) 

<3>COMPLEXITY: Reduction in the nuaber of a-nodes per T-unit 
Baseline: In the center of the crossroads, right 

where the three •eet, put the dog in the 
- in the carriage. <2 a-nodes per T-unit> 

Modified: Put the dog in the aiddle of the three 
roada. <1 a-node per T-unit> 
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The second condition ia characterized by the availability of 

opportunities for non-native apeakera to interact with the native 

speaker, bringing about aodi£ication and restructuring of the 

interaction by both interlocutors in order to arrive at autual 

understanding. Historically, this second condition baa been found 

outside instructional contexts, but recently, through interactive 

pedagogical techniques auch aa conversation gaaea, role playa and 

siaulationa, it has becoae available in the claaarooa as well <See 

Bruafit & Johnson 1979 and Johnson & Morrow 1981>. Modified interaction 

is a frequent outcoae of conversational aovea which request input 

clarification or repetition, seek input confiraation, or check on input 

coaprebensibility. Exaaples of such aoves, labeled and operationalized 

by Long <1980) as confiraation and coaprehenaion checka and 

clarification requests, appear in Figure 2. 
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figure 2 

Modification• of Converaational feature• in NS-NNS Converaationa 

Clarification Regueata 

Movea by which one apeaker aeeka aaaiatance in underat.anding the 

other apeaker'a preceding utterance through queationa <including ~ .. 

yea-no, riaing. intonation, or tag) or at.at-enta auc;h ea l ~ 

understand, or Pleaae repeat. 

IS NNS 
ok the one auabrooa ia below 

b'low? 
below not: it'a below 

what.'• b'low? 
thia ia ebove, end tbia ia below 

b'low 
below aha 

yu 
(3.110-122) 

Confiraetion checka 

Kovu by which one apeaker aHka confiraat.ion of the other' a · 

preceding auaage through repetition,. with riaing intonation, o£ ell or 

part of the aeaaage. 
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NS 
in the center of the crossroads right 
where the three aeet place the dog in 
the carriage 

in the carriage 

Coaprehension checks 

NNS 

!.!.!. the !!!. the carriage? 

(12.73-83> 

Moves through which one speaker atte•pta to deter•ine whether the 

other speaker has understood a preceding aesaage 

NS 
ok ok aoving down to the right place 
the buable bee in the girl's hair 
~ which 2.!1!. the buable bee ia? 

aha 
it's a bug, it's a little yellow bug 
it goes zzz. that one 
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bu•ble bees? 

(8.206-215> 



Purpose o£ the Research 

The purpose of the present research was to coapare the effects of 

these two conditions on NNSs' coaprehension of input. Under the first 

condition, the input provided to the NNSs wes linguistically aodified ~ 

priori, end there were no opportunities for interaction with the NS 

providing the input. Under the second condition, the input wes not 

adJusted linguistically; however, the HNSs had opportunities to 

interact with the HS. 

In focusing on these two conditions, this pilot study both 

continues work alreedy undertaken on input coaprehension and, it is 

hoped, breaks new ground. The claia that input aodi!icationa, in 

theasel ves, proaote coaprehension, has already received considerable 

support. Recent investigations have shown that NNSa achieve acre 

coaprehension of inforaetion in linguistically aodified texts or 

lecturettes than in their unaodified versions (e.g., Bleu 1980, 

Cheudron 1983, 1985, Johnson 1981, and Long 1985). 

In the present research, it was asauaed thet there would be 

confiraation of this result eaong those NNSs who heerd linguistically 

aodified input. It was also predicted, however, that the other NNS 

subJects--those who heerd unaodified input but who were given 

opportunities to interact with the native speaker--would achieve even 

greater understanding through such interaction. This prediction wes 

baaed on current theoretical and eapirical perspectives on the role of 

interaction in second language co•prehenaion. Researchers, 
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particularly, Hatch <1983) and Long <1980 et passia >, have proposed 

that, in the course o£ interaction, learners and their interlocutors 

negotiate for Message Meaning, i.e., they modify and restructure their 

interaction in order to reach. autual understanding. Aa a result o£ 

such negotiation, learners coMe to coMprehend L2 words and grammatical 

structures beyond their current level o£ linguistic coapetence, and, 

ultiaately, incorporate these iteaa into their own spontaneous 

productions. Thus, coaprehenaion o£ L2 input is claimed to be a 

necessary condition for successful second language acquisition, but 

interaction, or aa Long baa stated aore specifically, interactional 

aodification, ia believed to be the key factor leading to input 

coaprehensibility. 

It was therefore predicted that, in theaaelves, interactional 

modifications would give rise to whatever input aodifications were 

necessary £or the NNSa in the study to understand their interlocutors. 

For exaaple, when in the course of the interaction the NNSs sought 

con£iraation or clarification o£ un£aailiar input, or responded to the 

NS's checks on input coaprehensibility, it was believed that the NS 

would respond by repeating, reducing, or expanding this linguistic 

Material until the NNS could understand it. As deMonstrated by the 

research data in Figure 2, NNSs' requests £or clarification and 

confiraation of native input and NNSs' responses to the NS 

interlocutor's checks on coaprehenaibility bring about restructuring o£ 

interaction and adJUstaent o£ input until understanding is achieved. 

The present study has sought to aeaaure the e££ecta o£ such 

restructuring of interaction on coMprehension. In this respect, it is 
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the first study which has attempted to quantify these kinds of data in 

order to deaonstrate eapirically that interactional aodification leads 

to input comprehension. 

Research Design: Methods and Procedures 

In this study, input coaprehension was aeasured by the perforaance 

of nine adult English language learners when following the directions 

to an asseably task. 

The asseably task required subJects to position 15 itells, given 

one at a time, in designated places on a saall background board, 

illustrated with an outdoor scene. Individual iteas to be placed 

included a variety of plant, animal, and huaan cartoon-like figures, 

each of which shared at least one feature with one other itea in teras 

of shape, color, or size. The assembly board was illustrated with 

scenery, including siailar cartoon-like figures, and landaarks such as 

ponds, patches of grass, a skyline, roads and vehicles, and outdoor 

obJects. Each direction included a description of both the itea to be 

placed and the placeaent site. The purpose of the task was to serve as 

an authentic context for interaction while providing a valid aeasure of 

listening coaprehenaion. 

Two versions of the directions to the asseably task were developed 

to measure listening coaprehension under the two experiaental 

conditions. NS-NS interaction on the task was first transcribed and 

used as the baseline version of the directions. Linguistic 
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aodificationa ·of the baseline script were then carried out to creote 

the preaodified lecturette version of the directions. Table 1 provides 

a quontified coapariaon of the linguistic features in the boseline and 

linguistically aodified versions of the direction-giving script. 

Table 1 

Coaparison of Three Linguistic Feotures in Baseline, 

Preaodified, and Interactionally Modified Input 

Baseline 
input 

Preaodified 
input 

Interactionally 
aodified 
input 

QUANTITY 
in words 

per 
direction 

16.47 

33.47 

61.58 

In coapariaon to baseline data: 
<1 > Preaodified twice a a 

input ia ••• auch 

(2) Interactionally four tiaea 
aodified ea auch 
input is ••• 

REDUNDANCY COMPLEXITY 
in repeti tiona in a-nodes 

per per 
direction T-unit 

0.20 1.20 

2.62 1.02 

12.92 1.28 

13 tiaes less 
aore coaplex 
redundant 

65 tiaea slightly 
aore aore 
redundant coaplex 
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The pre-aodified lecturette was pre-tested on 10 native English 

speakers, who deMonstrated 100 percent accuracy on ell iteas. The saae 

lecturette was then given to 25 non-native English speakers of low 

interaedicte proficiency. Based on their perforaance on the task, 

fifteen of the aost discriainating iteas <those with an itea 

discrillination index of .20 or better> were chosen for use in the 

present study. Kuder-Richardson 21 itea reliability of the non-native 

pre-test was .83, indicating that the teat was a relioble aeasure of 

listening coaprehension. 

SubJects 

The nine NNS subJects in this study, ell odults, represented a 

voriety of native language bockgrounds, including French, Sponish, 

Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. All were enrolled in pre

acadeaic, low-interaediate ESL classes. They were assigned rando11ly to 

one of the experiaental conditions. 

Data Collection 

Using the two versions of the task directions, data were collected 

under Conditions <1> and <2>. Under Condition 1, lobelled oa the Pre

Modified Input Condition, the subJects heard the linguistically 

adJusted script read by o feaale native speaker, but were not allowed 

to interact with her. The subJect and the native speaker sat back

to-beck, and each woa given the csseably teak boord and the iteaa to be 

placed. 
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Under Condition <2>, called the Interactionally-Modified Input 

Condition, the directions, provided by the aaae feaale native speaker, 

were read fro• the baseline input script. However, the subJect and the 

NS were positioned face-to-face and prior to the start of the task, the 

subJect was encouraged to seek verbal assistance froa the NS for any 

difficulties in following the directions. In addition, the NS was 

instructed to aonitor the NNS's coaprehension throughout the task. To 

insure that the outcoae of the task would be based on this kind of 

verbal interaction only • a screen separated the interactants so that 

the NS could neither see nor participate in the physical selection and 

placeaent of i teas. To aaintain the interactive foraat, the screen 

covered only the aaseably area, allowing the interlocutors to see each 

other's faces. 

Under both condi tiona, coaprehension was aeasured by the 

percentage of iteas in the asseably task which the learner, following 

the NS" a instructions, selected accurately and placed in the correct 

position. One point each was given for selection and placeaent of each 

itea. The data collection under both conditions was video- and 

audiotaped and transcriptions were aade for detailed analysis of the 

data. 

Hypotheses 

In atteapting to answer the research question, "Do interactional 

aodificationa aake input coaprehensible?", two hypotheses were foraed. 

Baaed on current claias froa SLA theory and on observational evidence 

froa inforaal review of NS-NNS conversations, it was predicted that: 
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<l>Triggered by interactional aodifications, the saae kinds of 

linguistic adJustaents that were put into the pre-aodi£ied input in 

Condition <1> would arise spontaneously during the interaction o£ 

Condition <2>. Aaong these would be repetitions, paraphrase, lexical 

and syntactic siaplification--in short, any linguistic aodifications 

which would aake the linguistic content o£ the directions aore 

redundant, transparent, aanageable, and by iaplication, coaprehenaible 

to the HHSs. 

<2> The NHSs in Condition <2>, who heard an initially unaodified 

text o£ directions, but were allowed to request and respond to 

assistance in coapleting the asseably task would show greater 

coaprehension o£ directions to the task than those subJects in 

Condition <1>, who had heard the linguistically preaodi:fied version, 

without such interaction. 

Reaults and Discussion 

Soae support was :found for both hypotheses tested in this pilot 

study. However, since only nine NNSs participated in the research-

:fir• conclusions aust await additional evidence. Further data 

collection is underway in order to provide a larger data base froa 

which to seek eapirical support :for theoretical claias regarding the 

effects o£ interactional aodi£ication on second language 

coaprehension. 
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Hypothesis 1 

In support of the first hypothesis, it was found that 

opportunities for the NS and NNSs in Condition <2> to interact during 

coapletion of the asseably teak resulted in linguistic aodificationa to 

the directions which were qualitatively coaparable to and 

quantitatively aore nuaerous than those linguistic aodifications which 

had been built into the text of directions for Condition <1>. 

Table 1 provides a breakdown of linguistic features of the 

original, baseline input, the linguistically Modified version used aa 

preaodified input in Condition <1), and the linguistic aodifications 

which resulted froa the interaction in Condition <2>. These results 

have been categorized in teras of Quantity, Redundancy, and Coaplexity 

of the input. 

Quantity of Input: Modification of the baseline data resulted in 

twice as aany words per direction and, as a result of interaction, an 

average of four tiaes as aany words were produced. Thus, as predicted, 

interaction triggered even aore words per direction than had been built 

into the preaodified directions. 

Input Redundancy: This category showed even greater differences 

between the three kinds of input, with 13 thea aore repetitions per 

direction in the preaodified input and 65 tiaes as aany as a result of 

interaction. 

Input Coaplexity: By deaign, aodificetion of the baseline text for 
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use sa preaodi£ied input in Condition <1> reduced the nuaber o£ a-nodes 

per T-unit in this version <1.02 s-nodea/T-unit in the preaodHied 

input vs. 1.20 in baseline>. However, the prediction that interaction 

would also lead to less input coaplexi ty was not supported by the 

results. Instead, interaction led to relatively aore coJAplex input 

<1.28 a-nodes per T-unit>. These fractional di££erences in coaplexity 

seea quite aaell; however, when considered in light of the range of 

coaplexity in ell three versions of the input, i.e., one to two a

nodes, the .26 di££erential between the preaodified and interactionally 

aodified input turns out to be fairly substantial. 

Overall, then, input aodified through interaction was, as 

predicted, aore plentiful and aore redundant than the pre-aodi£ied 

input. However, contrary to the original prediction, interaction led 

to aore coaplex input. 

Hypothesis 2 

The second hypothesis was also supported by results of the present 

study. As shown in Table 2, overall scores, based on accuracy of 

selection and placeaent o£ task iteaa £or the 15 directions, indicated 

that subJects fro• the interactive group showed greeter coaprehension 

than the group given no opportunities for interaction. This result was 

statistically significant for the selection portion of the task. Keen 

scores were also higher for the interactive group on the placeaent 

portion of the task; however, one of the subJects in this condition, 

SubJect 12, perforaed poorly on placeaent <although coaparably on 

selection> coapared with the rest of his group. This caused so auch 
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variation in the findings on the place•ent part of the task that even 

though the interactive group perforaed about 18 percent better than 

their non-interactive counterparts, this result did not reach 

statistical significance. 

Table 2 

The Effects of Interaction on Coaprehenaion of 
Direction in the Aaaeably Teak 

Condition 1: 
(+Preaodified input 
-Interaction> 

Condition 2: 
<-Pre•odified input 
+Interaction> 

Difference in aean 
score attributable 
to interaction 

t-value 

p <significance level 
of difference for one
tailed t-teat. df=11) 

Mean 
Selection 

Score 

79~ <11.80> 

93~ <14.00) 

15~ <2.20> 

3.20 

<.005 
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Mean 
Placeaent 

Score 

60~ (9.00) 

78~ <11.75) 

18~ <2.75) 

1.15 

N.a. 

Mean 
Coabined 
Score 

69~ <20.80) 

86~ <25.75> 

16~ (4.95> 

1.17 

N.a. 



An itea analyaia indicated a fair degree of confidence on all but 

two iteaa. The K-R 21 Reliability Coefficient for the teat on the 

2 
whole waa • 76. All 1 te•• were abown to diacr i•inate at about the • 3 

level except for the two which bad negative diacriaination indices. 

Additional Analyaea o:f Individual Directions 

Of the 15 individual directions on the teat, there were four 

directions which showed a highly facilitating effect for interactional 

aodi:fication on co•prebenaion o:f input, and four which showed an 

apparent negative effect: On Direction• 1, 8, 11, and 15, subJects in 

Condition <2> showed greater coaprebenaion than aubJecta in Condition 

<1>. However, on Directions 3, 6, 13, and 14, the Condition <1> 

aub]ecta displayed the aaae aaount of coaprehenaion aa aubJecta in 

Condition (2) or actually bad higher acorea. Thia inforaation is 

indicated in Table 3. 
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Table 3 

Differences Between Condition 2 and Condition 1 Groups' Mean Scores 

On Each Direction in the Aaaeably Teak 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Scoring criterion: Selec- Place- Coabined 

tion aent score 
====== ====== ========= 

Direction 11 60" 60" 60" I Greatest 
Direction 8 40:¥ 75:¥ 58:¥ I positive 
Direction 1 40" 60" 50" I effect 
Direction 15 60% 35% 48% I of interaction 

Direction 9 20" 55:¥ 38% 
Direction 5 0" 60:¥ 30" 
Direction 7 0" 40" 20" 
Direction 2 20" 10" 15" 
Direction 4 10" 0" 5" 

Direction 14 0" -5% -3" I Apparent 
Direction 12 (It) -30" 15" -8" I negative 
Direction 13 0" -25" -13" I effect 
Direction 3 0" -25" -13" I of 
Direction 6 0" -30" -15% I interaction 
Direction 10 (It) 0" -50" -25" 

NOTES: Directions are ordered according to the size of the 
difference between the total coaprehenaion acorea of 
the Condition 2 and Condition 1 groups. 

<•> Directions 10 and 12 have negative coefficients 
of diacriaination and thus should not be relied upon 
to give accurate inforaation regarding differences of 
coaprehension between the two groups. 
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coaparison was aade of linguistic aodifications in these directions in 

order to deter•ine which input features aodi£ied through interaction 

contributed aost to comprehension. As shown in Table 4, on those 

directions where interaction produced the greatest difference in 

coMprehension between sub)ects in the two conditions, there was also a 

large and significant difference in the quantity o£ input which the two 

groups received <87.94 words per direction for Condition <2> vs. 34.75 

£or Condition (1)). However, this difference was not so large on those 

directions where interaction did not aake a difference in coaprehension 

(53.06 words per direction £or Condition <2> and 31.00 for Condition 

C1>>. 

Sbilarly, with regard to the redundancy in the input which the 

subJects received, there was a significant difference between the two 

groups, i.e., on those directions in which interaction brought about an 

increase in comprehension, there was also a significant increase in the 

mean nuaber o£ repetitions per direction. Condition <2> subJects heard 

an average o£ 13.38 repeated words per direction while Condition <1> 

sub)ects heard 4.25, a difference o£ 9.13 repetitions per direction. 

This differential was not as large on those directions for which 

interaction did not have a positive effect. Here, there wes only a 

difference o£ 3.81 repetitions per direction between the two groups. 

Unlike the great differences in quantity and redundancy o£ input 

which were found between the two groups on those directions with a high 

position effect for interaction, ainiaal differences were seen in the 

coaplexity of the input which both groups received on directions with 
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either facilitating or negative effects for interaction on 

coaprehenaion. The difference in aeana of a-nodes per T-unit for the 

two groups on those directions which showed the greatest positive 

effect for interaction was 0.16, while this difference for those 

directions with an apparent negative effect for interaction was a 

coaparable 0.15. Along with the overall result of this study, these 

detailed analyses suggest that quantity and redundancy of input aid the 

learner's coaprehension, but that coaplexity aay not be a critical 

factor. 

One final coaparison of those directions which showed the aost 

facilitating effect and those with an apparent negative effect on 

comprehension indicated differences aaong thea in the nuaber of 

interactional ad)ustaents such as confiraation and coaprehension chec~s 

and clarification requests. Previous studies coapsring effects of 

aodified and unaodified input on co•prehension have restricted 

thellselves to consideration of features of input but not interaction, 

focusing only on linguistic features such as T-unit coaplexity in s

nodesp nuaber of words, and nuaber of repetitions. The present 

research has drawn attention also to the relationship between 

facilitation of input coaprehension and aodifications in the structure 

of subJects' interactions with the NS. It was found that on those 

directions in which the greatest aaount of coaprehension was shown, 

there were also significantly aore •odifications of interactional 

structure. As indicated in Table 4, there were an average of 5.00 NS

NNS interactional aodifications on those directions which showed the 

greatest positive effect for coaprehension vs. 3. 25 on those 
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directions on which interaction did not have as high an e:f:fect on 

coaprehension. 

Table 4 

Featurea o:f NS Input Modified Through Interaction 

Which Contribute Moat to Coaprehenaion 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l LINGUISTIC FEATURE ADJUSTKEITS 

1.1 Quantity ~ aeaaured in ~per direction 

Keen Mean 
for for 

Condition 2 Condition 1 
Group Group 

Directions 1,8,11,15 87.94 34.75 

Directions 3,6,13,14 53.06 31.00 

<t=2.24: d£•6: p<.05> 

. . 

Difference 
of 

Keena 

53.19 

22.06 

1.2 Redundancy ~ aeaaured in repetition• 2!£ direction 

Directions 1,8,11,15 

Directiona 3,6,13,14 

<t=2.10: d£•6: p<.05> 

Mean 
for 

Condition 2 
Group 

13.38 

9.31 

llean 
for 

Condition 1 
Group 

4.25 

5.50 
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Mean a 

9.13 

3.81 



1.3 Coanlexity ~ aeesured ~a-nodes per T-unit 

Me en Me en 
for £or 

Condition 2 Condition 1 
Group Group 

Directions 1,8,11,15 1.16 1.00 

Directions 3,6,13,14 1.15 1.00 

2 CONVERSATIONAL FEATURE ADJUSTMENTS 

Difference 
of 

Means 

0.16 

0.15 

Measured ~ the total nuaber of clarification requests, 
confiraation checks, and coaprehension checks per direction 

Mean 
for 

Condition 2 
Group 

Directions 1,8,11,15 5.00 

Directions 3,6,13,14 3.25 

(t=1.47: df=6; p<.1) 

Overview 

This pilot study, though liaited to nine NNSs of English, hes 

indicated that interaction generated e larger quantity of input end 

greeter redundancy of input, both of which helped to aeke e 

linguistically coaplex version of directions aore coaprehensible then 

those given without interaction, as e preaodified text. Questions 

reaein regarding the aechenisa by which these input aodificetions ere 

brought about during the course of interaction. It appears froa the 

present analysis that interactional edJustaents such as coaprehension 

and confirmation checks and clarification requests aay be the aeens by 

which input is repeated or reworded until understanding is reached. 
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Additional data ere currently being gathered to generate 11ore support 

£or these first attempts at demonstrating e~pirica!ly t~at ir.~erac~icr. 

£ac111tetes input comprehenoion and to determine the effects c! 

specific input end interactional featur~s on this process. It is hoped 

that these £indings will contribute to second language acquia!ticn 

theory end provide e framework for the developDent o! le~rning 

aeter~ala end instructional techniques. 

1. This article ia a rev.ised version of a paper presented at the 1935 

TESOL Summer fleeting, Georgetown UniversH.y, W.lshinston, D.c., July 

13-14, 19S5. The research reported in the article waa funded by a grar.t 

fro111 the University of Pennsylvania Research Foundation. 

2. This figure is slightly lowe:: than that o£ the pre-teat <.83> due to 

the £eet thetthere were :fewer items on this version. 
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IZ:ZI Selec::ttcn Sc::cre 
Subject 
~ Placement Sc::cre 

NOTES: Subjects Sl, S6, S7, S9, and SlO performed the task 
under Condition 1 (+ Premodified input, -Interaction), 

Subjects S3, S5, SB, and S12 performed the task under 
Condition 2 (- Premodified input,+ Interaction). 
These subjects are indicated with a (+) sign in the 
figure. 
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